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When did they arrive, and what was their relationship with the other peoples of East Asia? The answers are
shrouded in a mystery not everyone wants solved. Among world powers today, the Japanese are the most
distinctive in their culture and environment. The origins of their language are one of the most disputed
questions of linguistics. These questions are central to the self-image of the Japanese and to how they are
viewed by other peoples. The search for answers is difficult because the evidence is so conflicting. On the one
hand, the Japanese people are biologically undistinctive, being very similar in appearance and genes to other
East Asians, especially to Koreans. Taken together, these facts seem to suggest that the Japanese reached
Japan only recently from the Asian mainland, too recently to have evolved differences from their mainland
cousins, and displaced the Ainu, who represent the original inhabitants. But if that were true, you might expect
the Japanese language to show close affinities to some mainland language, just as English is obviously closely
related to other Germanic languages because Anglo-Saxons from the continent conquered England as recently
as the sixth century a. Archeologists have proposed four conflicting theories. Most popular in Japan is the
view that the Japanese gradually evolved from ancient Ice Age people who occupied Japan long before 20, b.
Also widespread in Japan is a theory that the Japanese descended from horse-riding Asian nomads who passed
through Korea to conquer Japan in the fourth century, but who were themselvesâ€”emphaticallyâ€”not
Koreans. A theory favored by many Western archeologists and Koreans, and unpopular in some circles in
Japan, is that the Japanese are descendants of immigrants from Korea who arrived with rice-paddy agriculture
around b. Finally, the fourth theory holds that the peoples named in the other three theories could have mixed
to form the modern Japanese. When similar questions of origins arise about other peoples, they can be
discussed dispassionately. That is not so for the Japanese. Until , Japanese schools taught a myth of history
based on the earliest recorded Japanese chronicles, which were written in the eighth century. They describe
how the sun goddess Amaterasu, born from the left eye of the creator god Izanagi, sent her grandson Ninigi to
Earth on the Japanese island of Kyushu to wed an earthly deity. To fill the gap between b. Before the end of
World War II, when Emperor Hirohito finally announced that he was not of divine descent, Japanese
archeologists and historians had to make their interpretations conform to this chronicle account. Unlike
American archeologists, who acknowledge that ancient sites in the United States were left by peoples Native
Americans unrelated to most modern Americans, Japanese archeologists believe all archeological deposits in
Japan, no matter how old, were left by ancestors of the modern Japanese. Hence archeology in Japan is
supported by astronomical budgets, employs up to 50, field-workers each year, and draws public attention to a
degree inconceivable anywhere else in the world. Why do they care so much? Unlike most other
non-European countries, Japan preserved its independence and culture while emerging from isolation to create
an industrialized society in the late nineteenth century. It was a remarkable achievement. Now the Japanese
people are understandably concerned about maintaining their traditions in the face of massive Western cultural
influences. They want to believe that their distinctive language and culture required uniquely complex
developmental processes. To acknowledge a relationship of the Japanese language to any other language
seems to constitute a surrender of cultural identity. What makes it especially difficult to discuss Japanese
archeology dispassionately is that Japanese interpretations of the past affect present behavior. Who among
East Asian peoples brought culture to whom? Who has historical claims to whose land? These are not just
academic questions. For instance, there is much archeological evidence that people and material objects
passed between Japan and Korea in the period a. Japanese interpret this to mean that Japan conquered Korea
and brought Korean slaves and artisans to Japan; Koreans believe instead that Korea conquered Japan and that
the founders of the Japanese imperial family were Korean. Thus, when Japan sent troops to Korea and
annexed it in , Japanese military leaders celebrated the annexation as the restoration of the legitimate
arrangement of antiquity. For the next 35 years, Japanese occupation forces tried to eradicate Korean culture
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and to replace the Korean language with Japanese in schools. The effort was a consequence of a centuries-old
attitude of disdain. Nose tombs in Japan still contain 20, noses severed from Koreans and brought home as
trophies of a sixteenth-century Japanese invasion. Not surprisingly, many Koreans loathe the Japanese, and
their loathing is returned with contempt. What really was the legitimate arrangement of antiquity? Today,
Japan and Korea are both economic powerhouses, facing each other across the Korea Strait and viewing each
other through colored lenses of false myths and past atrocities. It bodes ill for the future of East Asia if these
two great peoples cannot find common ground. To do so, they will need a correct understanding of who the
Japanese people really are. It is, for comparison, far more isolated than Britain, which lies only 22 miles from
the French coast. Japan lies miles from the closest point of the Asian mainland South Korea , miles from
mainland Russia, and miles from mainland China. Climate, too, sets Japan apart. Its rainfall, up to inches a
year, makes it the wettest temperate country in the world. Despite thousands of years of dense human
occupation, Japan still offers visitors a first impression of greenness because 70 percent of its land is still
covered by forest. Japanese forest composition varies with latitude and altitude: For prehistoric humans, the
deciduous leafy forest was the most productive, providing abundant edible nuts such as walnuts, chestnuts,
horse chestnuts, acorns, and beechnuts. Japanese waters are also outstandingly productive. The lakes, rivers,
and surrounding seas teem with salmon, trout, tuna, sardines, mackerel, herring, and cod. Today, Japan is the
largest consumer of fish in the world. Japanese waters are also rich in clams, oysters, and other shellfish,
crabs, shrimp, crayfish, and edible seaweeds. From southwest to northeast, the four main Japanese islands are
Kyushu, Shikoku, Honshu, and Hokkaido. Until the late nineteenth century, Hokkaido and northern Honshu
were inhabited mainly by the Ainu, who lived as hunter-gatherers with limited agriculture, while the people
we know today as Japanese occupied the rest of the main islands. In appearance, of course, the Japanese are
very similar to other East Asians. As for the Ainu, however, their distinctive appearance has prompted more to
be written about their origins and relationships than about any other single people on Earth. Partly because
Ainu men have luxuriant beards and the most profuse body hair of any people, they are often classified as
Caucasoids so-called white people who somehow migrated east through Eurasia to Japan. In their overall
genetic makeup, though, the Ainu are related to other East Asians, including the Japanese and Koreans. But
this view is difficult to reconcile with the distinctiveness of the Japanese language. Everyone agrees that
Japanese does not bear a close relation to any other language in the world. Korean is also often considered to
be an isolated member of this family, and within the family Japanese and Korean may be more closely related
to each other than to other Altaic languages. However, the similarities between Japanese and Korean are
confined to general grammatical features and about 15 percent of their basic vocabularies, rather than the
detailed shared features of grammar and vocabulary that link, say, French to Spanish; they are more different
from each other than Russian is from English. Since languages change over time, the more similar two
languages are, the more recently they must have diverged. By counting common words and features, linguists
can estimate how long ago languages diverged, and such estimates suggest that Japanese and Korean parted
company at least 4, years ago. As for the Ainu language, its origins are thoroughly in doubt; it may not have
any special relationship to Japanese. After genes and language, a third type of evidence about Japanese origins
comes from ancient portraits. Those statues unmistakably depict East Asians. They do not resemble the
heavily bearded Ainu. If the Japanese did replace the Ainu in Japan south of Hokkaido, that replacement must
have occurred before a. Our earliest written information about Japan comes from Chinese chronicles, because
China developed literacy long before Korea or Japan. In early Chinese accounts of various peoples referred to
as Eastern Barbarians, Japan is described under the name Wa, whose inhabitants were said to be divided into
more than a hundred quarreling states. Only a few Korean or Japanese inscriptions before a. Those reveal
massive transmission of culture to Japan from Korea itself, and from China via Korea. The chronicles are also
full of accounts of Koreans in Japan and of Japanese in Koreaâ€”interpreted by Japanese or Korean historians,
respectively, as evidence of Japanese conquest of Korea or the reverse. The ancestors of the Japanese, then,
seem to have reached Japan before they had writing. Their biology suggests a recent arrival, but their language
suggests arrival long ago. To resolve this paradox, we must now turn to archeology. The seas that surround
much of Japan and coastal East Asia are shallow enough to have been dry land during the ice ages, when much
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of the ocean water was locked up in glaciers and sea level lay at about feet below its present measurement.
Stone tools indicate human arrival as early as half a million years ago. Around 13, years ago, as glaciers
melted rapidly all over the world, conditions in Japan changed spectacularly for the better, as far as humans
were concerned. Temperature, rainfall, and humidity all increased, raising plant productivity to present high
levels. Deciduous leafy forests full of nut trees, which had been confined to southern Japan during the ice
ages, expanded northward at the expense of coniferous forest, thereby replacing a forest type that had been
rather sterile for humans with a much more productive one. The rise in sea level severed the land bridges,
converted Japan from a piece of the Asian continent to a big archipelago, turned what had been a plain into
rich shallow seas, and created thousands of miles of productive new coastline with innumerable islands, bays,
tidal flats, and estuaries, all teeming with seafood. That end of the Ice Age was accompanied by the first of the
two most decisive changes in Japanese history: For the first time in human experience, people had watertight
containers readily available in any desired shape. With their new ability to boil or steam food, they gained
access to abundant resources that had previously been difficult to use: Soft-boiled foods could be fed to small
children, permitting earlier weaning and more closely spaced babies. Toothless old people, the repositories of
information in a preliterate society, could now be fed and live longer. In addition, those first Japanese potters
were clearly hunter-gatherers, which also violated established views. Usually only sedentary societies own
pottery: Most sedentary societies elsewhere in the world arose only with the adoption of agriculture. But the
Japanese environment is so productive that people could settle down and make pottery while still living by
hunting and gathering. Much ancient Japanese pottery was decorated by rolling or pressing a cord on soft clay.
Because the Japanese word for cord marking is jomon, the term Jomon is applied to the pottery itself, to the
ancient Japanese people who made it, and to that whole period in Japanese prehistory beginning with the
invention of pottery and ending only 10, years later. The earliest Jomon pottery, of 12, years ago, comes from
Kyushu, the southernmost Japanese island. Thereafter, pottery spread north, reaching the vicinity of modern
Tokyo around 9, years ago and the northernmost island of Hokkaido by 7, years ago. How did Jomon people
make their living?
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Combining a language course with travel information, this pack consists of a guidebook for visitors to Japan, an
accompanying audio-cassette, and a booklet which summarizes phrases and conversations.

Tipping is Not Required Blast the trumpets and open the pearly gatesâ€”tipping is not big in Japan. Therefore,
it is recommended to always wear nice socksâ€¦or at least a clean matching pair without holes in the toes.
Because doing so equals death. Passing food at the restaurant table with chopsticks would inevitably recall
unhappy memories, so watch where you put those things. You Can Only Hope. What could be better than
drinking your weight in sake at a shot bar and staggering to the bathroomâ€¦ only to be greeted by a hole in the
ground? The stark juxtaposition of the ancient and the ultra modern in Japan is never so apparent as when
visiting a public bathroom. Hang up your trousers on the hook behind the bathroom stall door. Always take the
tissue packets the phone company representatives hand out at train stationsâ€”the toilet paper situation in a
Japanese public bathroom is usually grim. A businessman passing through a crowd with the heel of his palm
pressed against his chest like a shark fin is quietly telling you to get out of the freaking way. Many restaurant
owners cater to non-Japanese speaking customers by including photos of the food next to its name. Helpful,
yesâ€¦except for the fact that Japanese cuisine often makes use of animal parts considered trash in the Western
world. Might be fried cartilage. Horumon offal is popular in yakitori houses, izakayas, and yakiniku
restaurants, particularly in Osaka. Some of the most common offerings include chicken skin, heart, liver,
gizzards, cartilage, beef tongue, and tripe. On the bright side? Keep it Down Japanese society places emphasis
on the good of the group rather than the desires of individual. Furthermore, one of the most prevailing
stereotypes about Westerners in Japan is that they speak very loudly. The Japanese are famous for their work
ethic; tardiness is not tolerated, and calling in sick for a common cold is unheard of. Set foot out of your hotel
room and find dozens of commuters in dental masks. Take care to avoid coughing and sneezing openly in
public, unless you want to give someone a heart attack. But the canopies of frosty white cherry blossoms move
up through the archipelago over a period of precious few weeks; lasting merely a week in each region of the
country. If you dream of taking a romantic stroll underneath the cherry blossom groves in Kyoto, make sure to
check one of the many online cherry blossom calendars while planning your trip to avoid disappointment.
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Having to make choices, in terms of clothes, shoes and skincare has always been my worse nightmare. Things
get even more dramatic, if I travel by plane with only a small carry-on or worse when I go backpacking. I
travel quite a lot for work, so I had to learn the packing art the hard way, through tears and regret. Now that I
feel I have mastered the packing art, I will share with you some tips to make your multi-step Asian beauty
routine more travel-friendly. In this post you will find the following 5 tips to pack and travel with your
multi-step beauty routine: Time to use all these amazing samples Find mini-versions of your favorite skincare
Choose travel friendly products Make choices â€” get your priorities straight You have face skincare, great!
Select your make-up essentials 1. Time to use all these amazing samples When buying Asian Beauty products
we sincerely get a bit spoiled with samples. On most online beauty shops my favorites listed here , I get
between 5 and 10 samples depending on the value of my order. After that, it becomes painful to realize how
shops like Sephora are greedy with their samples. Despite being a VIP Rouge in Sephora, I often have to
literally beg for a sample product, and I can get nicer bigger size samples only when I redeem my points. I
love samples for many reasons, of course they help us test new products, but they are also especially handy for
travelling. I will compose a mini routine with only samples, by putting in the same satchel an oil cleanser
sample, a water based cleanser, a serum, day cream, night cream, eye cream and sunscreen. Doing this, has
also made me enjoy my weekend travels more â€” because they are the opportunity to finally test all these new
products, thus even a short out of town weekend can become a beauty adventure! But major skincare groups,
have caught up with all the new flying regulations that constantly cut our beauty freedom and forbid our great
skincare on board. So today, it is possible to find so many beauty product in travel friendly sizes imagine the
new business this represents! I found some of my mini-size products in beauty sets Sephora does it quite
regularly or sometimes I buy them directly for ex. Choose travel friendly products What is the worse
nightmare that can happen when you are visiting a place with no washing machine, or worse, if you have your
bridesmaid dress in you suitcase? A shampoo, conditioner or any type of liquid body or skincare product
leaked all over your suitcase. It happened to me, it probably did at least once to you. A soap instead of a liquid
body wash or a solid shampoo instead of the huge shampoo bottle can make all the difference. One of my
favorite face wash, the SU: M37 Miracle Rose Cleansing stick, comes in a solid form. As the name suggest, it
is packed in a stick, that makes this product extremely travel friendly and disaster free. Travel containers, are
usually designed to be more resistant, less prone to leakages and most importantly, smaller, which helps in
saving space in you bag! You can use it as a face cream, a body cream, a hand cream, a split ends hair
conditioning and even to clean your leather bags and shoes! Once you have it in your bag, you are covered for
many life struggles a trip can bring. It kind of goes against the layering principle. But multipurpose products
are very useful when you travel, and when you really lack space in your bag. Face oils, for example, can serve
as dry eye make-up remover, but also serums and even sleeping masks. You have face skincare, great! When I
pack my skincare would it be for a weekend or more, I often forget about my body care and hair care essential.
If I go to a hotel, I always assume they would have some kind of shampoo, conditioner and soap and these
products take so much space in the bag! It is super moisturizing, comes in a small travel-friendly tube and lasts
a long time more on this Holy grail here. I know, it does feel like it is an essential, but bringing nail polish
implies you will also need the top coat, the base and even the polish remover â€” which all of a sudden makes
a lot of products! In make-up as well, you can find great multipurpose products, or you can also just start using
your products in a more creative way. I put blush on my eyes, and lipstick on my cheeks and it works just as
good as the dedicated products. Cushion cosmetics in general, as compared to foundations in tubes or powder,
are extremely travel friendly. That would be it for my travel tips! Hope they were useful.
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